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VIII. On Ludlamite, a new Cornish Mineral. 
.By FREDERICK FIELD, F.R.S.* 
L UDLAMITE is found associated with quartz, chalybite, Vivianite, iron pyrites, and mispickel. In the gangue 
of some specimens galena, blende, and fluor have also been 
noticed. 
Hardness 3"4. Specific gravity 3"12. Colour clear green, 
from pale to dark, transparent and brilliant. Streak very pale 
green, approaching white; powder greyish white. Before 
the blowpipe on charcoal, tinges the flame slightly green, 
and yields a semifused blackish residue. 
In closed tubes yields water on heating, decrepitating vio- 
lently, breaking up in£o brilliant crystalline plates of an intense 
bluish-green colour by transmitted light. Soluble in dilute 
hydrochloric and sulphuric acids; oxidized and dissolved by 
nitric acid. Perfectly insoluble in glacial acetic acid. De- 
composed immediately by boiling with solution of potassium 
or sodium hydrate into ferrous oxide and phosphate of the 
alkali metal. Consists entirely, when pure, of ferrous oxide, 
phosphoric acid~ and water. Oxidizes lightly, like Vivianite, 
by long exposure to air, with the formation of ferroso-ferric 
phosphate. The crystals contain generally minute particles of 
chalybit% which are very difficult o separat% also specks of 
iron pyrites. 
Estimation of Water.--As the mineral, when heated in ai 5 
is more or less oxidized~ and that very readily, it was evidently 
necessary to prevent oxidation. The crushed crystals were 
pressed between folds of warm bibulous paper to remove any 
small amount of mechanical water, wrapped in thin platinum- 
foil, and heated to low redness in an atmosphere of carbonic 
acid. 
0"214 grin. lost 0"036=16"82 per cent. 
0"192 , 0"033=17"18 , 
0.230 , 0"039 = 16"95 , 
Mean of analyses ... 16"98 per cent. It 20. 
.Estimation of Iron.--The iron was estimated by a standard 
solution of potassium permanganate. When the crystals are 
pure, t~here is no difference in the quantity of the test-solution 
employed, whether before or after the addition of a deoxidizing 
reagent to the solution of the mineral in dilute hydrochloric 
acids showing the absence of the higher iron oxides. 
* Communicated by the Crystallological Society, having been read 
December 15, 1876. 
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On Ludlamlte, a new Cornish Mineral. 53 
Mineral. Per cenL Per cent. FeO. 
0"196 gave 40"80 iron =52"45 
0"184 , 41"24 , =53"02~ 
0'243 , 41"13 , =52"85 
0"201 ,. 40"95 , =52"64 
Mean of iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  41"03 
Mean of ferrous oxide . . . . . . . . .  52"76. 
~stimation of -Phosplwric Acid.--The phosphoric acid was 
estimated as magnesium pyrophosphate. 
Mineral. Mff2" P2 Or" Per cent. P20v 
0'214 gave 0"101 = 30"13 
0"236 . 0"111 = 30"09 
Mean of analyses .. . . . .  30"11. 
This gives a formula closely corresponding to 
7FeO, 2P~O~, OHiO +, 
which requires the following numbers : -  
Calculated. Found. 
7 FeO .. . . . .  53"05 52"76 
2 P90~ ... . . .  29"88 30"11 
9 H~ O .. . . . .  17"05 16"98 
99"98 99"85 
That different specimens of the mineral vary somewhat in 
their composition there can be little doubt. Owing to the 
kindness of Mr. Ludlam and Mr. Talling, I had sufficient for 
many other analyses~ not published here ; and in one or two 
+ Ludlamite is doubtless a basic ferrous pho phate ; and its relatioI~ to 
¥ivianite or normal ferrous phosphate may with much probability be re- 
presented by the following fo-rmur~e :-- - 
 olO/ o 
PO Fe PO {0 (FeOH)+8H~O 
Vivianite. ~ ~0} 
I 0{0  (FeOH) 
tot 
Ludiamite. 
ft may be regarded, in fact, as formed by the addition of a single mole- 
cule of ferrous hydrate, Fe(O H)2 , to two molecules of Vivianite, this ad- 
dition being accompanied by the separation of a part of the water of crys- 
tallization of the latter. 
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54 ~r. F. Field on Ludlamite, 
instances the amount of iron was a per cent. or two under the 
mean of the numbers .~iven above, as estimated by potassium 
permanganate. In a )reliminary note sent to the ' Chemical 
News' on this minera: : it was suggested that its probable com- 
position might be represented by the formula 
3 FeO~ P20~, 4 H2 0 ; 
and in this case the amount of water is 16"7 per cent, within 
0"3 per cent. of that in the formula I have adopted ; but the 
ferrous oxide is lower, and the phosphoric acid higher, than 
subsequent analyses yielded. In more than ten estimations of
iron made from the clear green crystals of the minerals~ 40"5 
per cent. iron was the lowes-t number obtained. In the analyses 
of Vivianite, it is well known that the results of chemists have 
varied much as to the amount of water in the mineral. Vogel, 
for instance, gives 81"0 per cent., Stromeyer 27"48, and 
Brandes 25"00 only. Messrs. Maskelyne and Flight found 
28"26, which agrees best with the recognized formula 
3FeO, P2 0~ 8H20. 
Vivianlte, on heating, turns white, exfoliates, and does not 
decrepitate in the slightest, and, moreover, when in the crys- 
talline form, is oxidized only to a very slight extent. It is a 
striking experiment toheat small crystals of Ludlamite in the 
ordinary atmosphere, and another portion in carbonic acid: 
the decrepitation is the same; but in the former case the crys- 
tals, as before observed, change their colour to a splendid bluish 
black, while in the latter atmosphere they become brilliantly 
pearly white. 
This new mineral I have named _Ludlamlt 6 after my friend 
Mr. Ludlam~ a gentleman who for many years has cultivated 
the science of mineralogy, and possesses, perhaps, the finest 
private collection of minerals in Great Britain. I have to re- 
turn my best thanks to Mr. Talling for having first calIed my 
attention to the mineral, and for affording me specimens ne- 
cessary for its examination. 
I am also extremely indebted to Professor Maskelyne, 
F.I~.S., of the British Museum, who kindly undertook the 
crystallographic part of the investigation, the results of which 
are subjoined. 
The crystals of Ludlamite belong to the oblique system, the 
elements of the crystal being 
101.100=42°24+ r, 111 .010=86°21 r, 
1 0 1 .0  01 = 37 ° 2] I. 
Otherwise, the angle of the axes Z X is 79 ° 27'~ and the para- 
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a new Cornish Mineral. 55 
metral ratios a : b : c----1 : 0'4389 : 0"8932. The forms met with 
on the different crystals examined are 
a, 100;  c, 001;  m, l l0 ;  ~ , i11 ;  d, 101;  
k, 2O l ;  t, 201;  1 ,011;  %112;  p, l l l .  
The face c is a prominent face with vitreous lustre, and is 
parallel to the only distinct cleavage. It  presents fine stria- 
tions parallel to its intersections with the faces q. The face a 
is small, usually triangular, and remarkable for its lustre: the 
faces of the form q are the most developed after the faces c, 
often equally developed with the latter, and then imparting to 
the crystal a rhombohedral spect. They are furrowed with 
striation-planes parallel to the edges they form with the clea- 
vage-plane. 
The faces of the form m are brilliant but very narrow, repla- 
cing the acute edges in which a face c meets a pair of the 
faces 9. They are somewhat rare. The faces of the form d 
truncating those edges of the faces 9 which lie in the plane of 
symmetry are very small, but occur not unfrequently ; the 
composite character of the crystal, however, renders a good 
measurement of the angle a d very difficult. The faces l, t, 
and p have been only once observed. 
Owing to the difficulty of taking accurate measurements 
between the furrowed faces of the form q and the faces of the 
forms c or a, a good measurement of the angle ~ 1 1, 1 1 ],  
involving also a fair determination f the angle T 1 1, 10 1 oa 
one of the crystals, was employed for the third datum in.deter- 
mining the elements of the crystal, as given above--the other 
two elements being the angles 10 0, 0 0 1 and 10 0, 1 10, as 
given by two other crystals. Angles obtained from the mea- 
surement of four crystals were as fol lows:-  
Calculated angles. Measured angles. 
-ac  = 79 2"I 79 ° 26½' [ 79 ° 27'[[80 ° 20' 
c a' = 100 33 
cd = 46 23 
d a' = 54 9½ 
ad  =125 50~ 
at  = 26 31½ 
te = 52 55½ 
c} ----69 2½ 
k a' = 31 30½ 
ram = 65 55½ 
[ ram'= 48 9 
I m1~_- -131  51 
45 ° 56 I
54 ° 33' [ 54 ° 9([]54 ° 3' 
125 ° 271 
31 ° 37 I
65 ° 56' I 650 55½' 
48 ° 81 
131 ° 52' 
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56 mr. F. Field on Ludlamite, 
Calculated angles. 
[ aq =1o3 q a' = 72 12 
= 85 16 
= 21 20 
| l a' = 94 44 
Llq = 22 33 
Meastu'ed angles. 
107 ° 43' It 108° 
72 ° 17'1172 ° 35'172 ° 39½' I]72°[172 ° 22 / 
64 ° 9' 
85 ° 23' 
21 ° 24' 
cm ---- 85 43 
md = 94 17 
c 'q  =111 36 
q = 25 23 
= 44 53 
~ rrn ---- 40 50 cp  = 61 38½ 
Pm= 24 4½ 
86 o 6 / 
93 ° 54 / 94 ° 28' 
110 ° 59'11111 ° 52' I 111° ¥11111° 30' 
69 ° 1'11 68 ° 6' to 68 ° 56'1] 68 ° 30'1168 ° 49' 
25 ° 29 / 
II 440 12/ 
23 ° 551 
= 63 
dq --  58 32 
q£ - -121 28 
[q i ,  =116 36 
U kq  --  61 8 km --110 23 qm 49 15 
L ink  69 37 
pn  ---- 53 39 
p b 36 21 
63 ° 2¥  II 630 38/ 
58 ° 32' ] 58 ° 10¥[158 ° 1¥[]58 ° 33' 
116 ° 36' 116 ° 32'11116 ° 13' 
60 ° 40 I
110 ° 19 I
49 ° 39 II 49o 57I 
70 ° 12 / 69 ° 481 
el  ---- 63 12½ 
Ib --- 26 47½ 
The crystals are generally composite--the faces of the forms 
{i  1 1}and {00 11 being not only furrowed but often also tes- 
sellated, and~ from this cause als% not planes; and occasionally~ 
where the crystal is thin in the direction of the normal to c, 
the faces q in the zone [c m] assume a rounded character~ and 
the angle q c offers various value% the limits of which are about 
64 ° and 74 ° 17q 
Besides the very perfect cleavage parallel to the face 0 0 1, 
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a new Cornish Mineral. 57 
there is a second and more difficult cleavage parallel to the 
faces of the form 1 0 0. 
The figures 1 and 2 represent the distribution of forms on 
~wo crystals. 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3 is a sfereographio projection of the poles of the 
crystal. 
Fig. 3. 
0O3. 
The optical character of the crystal is negative; the acute 
bisectors of the optic axes for different colours lie in the plane 
of symmetry, and are very slightly inclined on the nol~nal to 
the face 1 0 0~ the optic axes also lying ia the plane of sym- 
moiety, 
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